Water is limited.
Save some today!

How much water do you think running a dishwasher uses?

Run only a full load to maximize water savings!
Answer on other side in gallons (one gallon = a milk jug!)

How much water do you think watering a 1,000 sq ft lawn an inch deep uses?

Water in the morning and plant Texas natives!
Answer on other side in gallons (one gallon = a milk jug!)
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Water is limited. Save some today!

How much water do you think brushing your teeth with the water running for two minutes uses?

*Turn off the water while brushing to save water!*

Answer on other side in gallons (one gallon = a milk jug!)

How much water do you think allowing a faucet to drip for one day uses?

*Fix leaky faucets to avoid wasting water!*

Answer on other side in gallons (one gallon = a milk jug!)

Credit: EPA WaterSense

620 gallons
Watering the lawn

6 gallons
Dishwasher
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Know your water.
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